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bstract. General-purpose computing on graphics pro-
essing units �GPGPU� is shown to dramatically increase
he speed of Monte Carlo simulations of photon migration.
n a standard simulation of time-resolved photon migra-
ion in a semi-infinite geometry, the proposed methodol-
gy executed on a low-cost graphics processing unit
GPU� is a factor 1000 faster than simulation performed
n a single standard processor. In addition, we address
mportant technical aspects of GPU-based simulations of
hoton migration. The technique is expected to become a
tandard method in Monte Carlo simulations of photon
igration. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.

�DOI: 10.1117/1.3041496�
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aper 08231LRR received Jul. 16, 2008; revised manuscript received
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Numerous areas of science employ Monte Carlo �MC�
ethods to simulate complex processes. Light propagation in

andom media, often referred to as photon migration, is an
rea of physics in which such methods are of great impor-
ance. Prime examples include radiative transfer in highly
cattering materials such as biological tissues, clouds, and
harmaceuticals. There, MC simulation is generally consid-
red the gold standard of modeling and is used to investigate
omplex systems and processes, to validate simpler models,
s well as to evaluate data. Several authors have, for example,
sed MC to simulate photon migration in complex structures,
uch as the adult human head.1 The technique has also been
sed to understand the generation of fluorescence and Raman
ignals in random media.2,3 Furthermore, the validity of the
idely used diffusion approximation of radiative transport

heory is typically tested by comparing its predictions with the
utcome of MC simulations.4–6 When diffusion theory �or
ther approximative models� is invalid and cannot be used to
valuate experimental data, the direct use of MC simulations
lays an important roll. Simpson et al. evaluated integrating
phere measurements using a so-called MC inversion tech-
ique to determine the near-IR optical properties of human
kin ex vivo.7 Bevilacqua et al. employed MC to solve the
nverse problem of deriving optical properties from spatially
esolved spectroscopic data generated by systems used for
ntraoperative characterization of human brain.8 Similarly, for
reast cancer diagnostics, Palmer and Ramanujam employed
nverse MC to derive absorption and reduced scattering coef-
cients from point measurements of diffuse reflectance.9 Fur-
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thermore, Hayakawa et al.10 have shown that MC-based data
evaluation can be used to extract optical properties of tissue
heterogeneities �i.e., solve inverse two-region problems�. In
the case of time-domain photon migration, Alerstam et al.
have shown a general necessity for MC-based evaluation of
experimental photon time-of-flight spectroscopy11,12 �TOFS�,
and Svensson et al. used this approach to extract in vivo op-
tical and physiological characteristics of human prostate tis-
sue from TOFS data.13

The main drawback of MC methods is the extensive com-
putational burden. The general development of faster and
faster computer processors is, of course, of great importance
in making MC feasible for photon migration modeling, but
other developments are equally important. Various variance
reduction techniques are frequently used, the most fundamen-
tal being the one where absorption is modeled by reducing
photon weights rather the by photon termination.14 Zolek
et al.15 showed that MC simulations of photon migration in
tissue can be made a factor 4 faster by employing certain
approximations during calculations of logarithmic and trigo-
nometric functions. A conceptually different, but extremely
efficient, method to reduce the computational cost is to avoid
the requirement for multiple simulations at different optical
properties by rescaling single MC simulations.11,12,16–18 Res-
caling with respect to different absorption coefficients is
straightforward, while scaling with respect to scattering coef-
ficients is possible only in certain simple geometries.

This letter presents a technical approach that dramatically
increases the speed of MC simulations of photon migration. A
$110 programmable graphics processing unit �GPU; NVIDIA
GeForce 8800GT� is used for parallel computing, and the
fully parallelable character of photon migration simulations
renders the approach particularly effective. We choose to ex-
emplify the great value of the GPU for the field of biomedical
optics by considering time-resolved MC simulations of pho-
ton migration in semi-infinite �half-space� geometry. Since the
fundamentals of MC can be found elsewhere,14 we focus on
issues particular to parallel computing with GPUs. Our work
is based on NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture
�CUDA�, a hardware and software architecture for general-
purpose computing on graphics processing units19,20

�GPGPU�.
Due to the great computational power of the GPU, the

GPGPU method has proven valuable in various areas of sci-
ence and technology.21 Although GPGPU for MC simulations
of photon migration is neither described nor used in the sci-
entific literature, it has been suggested.22 The approach is, on
the other hand, used in various other fields relying on MC
methods.20,23 The modern GPU is a highly data-parallel pro-
cessor, optimized to provide very high floating point arith-
metic throughput for problems suitable to solve with a single
program multiple data �SPMD� model. On a GPU, the SPMD
model works by launching thousands of threads running the
same program �called the kernel� working on different data.
The ability of the GPU to rapidly switch between threads in
combination with the high number of threads ensures the
hardware is busy at all times. This ability effectively hides
memory latency, and in combination with the several layers of
very high bandwidth memory available in modern GPUs also
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mproves GPU performance. CUDA programs are based on
he C programming language with certain extensions to utilize
he parallelism of the GPU. These extensions also provide
ery fast implementations of standard mathematical functions
uch as trigonometric functions, floating point divisions, loga-
ithms, etc. The code defining the kernel looks almost like an
rdinary scalar C function. The only major difference is that
ome effort must be made to optimize the function to work as
fficiently as possible in a parallel environment, e.g., to mini-
ize divergence among the threads and synchronize thread
emory read/writes. For more detailed information on
UDA, see to the CUDA Programming Guide.20

The MC implementation used in this paper is a modified
ersion of a previously described code for simulation of pho-
on migration in semi-infinite, homogenously scattering, and
onabsorbing media.11 Briefly, photons are launched into the
edium at the origin, perpendicular to the surface. Photon

ransport is simulated until the photon escapes the medium or
he total time of flight �TOF� exceeds a predefined maximum
alue, tmax. If the photon exits the medium within the area of
fictive detector �in this paper, between 9.5 and 10.5 mm

rom the origin�, the TOF histogram time bin corresponding
o the photon TOF is incremented by one. To make maximum
se of the parallel computational ability of the GPU, a new
hoton is immediately launched when a photon is terminated.
therwise, photons that take many steps before being termi-
ated would significantly delay the launch of new photons.
sing this method of launching photons, it is not computa-

ionally efficient to define an exact number of photons to be
imulated. Instead, defining a certain number of photon steps
er thread is beneficial. As long as this number is large
nough �so that a large number of full photon paths can be
imulated by all those steps�, this approach will not influence
he simulation results.

As all current CUDA-enabled devices are optimized for
2-bit floating point precision, this was the precision used in
ur code �the new NVIDIA GTX-200 architecture does, how-
ver, support double, 64-bit, floating point precision�. As this
iffers from most CPU MC implementations, the results from
ur 32-bit precision code were compared to results from our
hite Monte Carlo �WMC� implementation, where the simu-

ation is performed in double precision.11

One very important aspect of running MC simulations in
arallel is the choice of method of random number generation.
unning many concurrent threads using the same random
umber generator �RNG� would most likely result in many
hreads performing exactly the same computations if the gen-
rator was seeded with a timestamp, as is commonly done in
calar MC programs. Even if the RNG is perfectly seeded,
ne may run into the problem of using the same sequence of
andom numbers if the number of parallel processes is large,
he number of required random numbers is large, and the pe-
iod of the RNG is short. To overcome this problem one can
se a RNG with an extreme period, such as the Mersenne
wister24 and make sure that the different threads are properly
nd differently seeded. However, in the NVIDIA GPU archi-
ecture, the available memory per thread is limited, making
se of the relatively memory-hungry Mersenne Twister RNG
ess preferable. Instead we have employed the multiply-with-
arry �MWC� RNG, featuring a period of about 260. The
eauty of this approach is that different RNG parameters can
ournal of Biomedical Optics 060504-
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be chosen for each individual thread so that they all generate
unique sequences of random numbers while requiring a mini-
mum amount of memory. If a longer period or better random-
ness is required, the MWC RNG can be easily be extended to
a lag-r MWC or a KISS RNG �at the cost of an increased
need of memory and computation�. A good overview of the
MWC RNG and its derivatives can be found in Ref. 25

To compare CPU and GPU speed, the code developed for
the CUDA implementation was carefully converted to a CPU
equivalent �including the MWC RNG� to perform exactly the
same computations as the CUDA code �e.g., both using the
same random number sequences and 32-bit single precision�.
Note, however, that as the two different implementations does
not use exactly the same functions to approximate, for ex-
ample, trigonometric functions, they can never yield exactly
the same result �although they should be statistically equiva-
lent�.

Simulations were performed for a semi-infinite material
defined by �s=90 cm−1, �a=0 cm−1, g=0.9, and n=1.4.
Photons were tracked for tmax=2000 ps, and the source-
detector separation was set to 10 mm. The GPU code
launched 26,880 simultaneous threads performing 500,000
photon steps each, while the CPU sequentially ran 26,880
independent “virtual threads” �each comprising 500,000 pho-
ton steps�. The GPU used was a low-cost �$110 at the time of
writing� NVIDIA 8800GT, while the CPU was a Intel Pen-
tium 4 HT 3.4 GHz. The results of these two simulations and
a third reference MC simulation �double precision WMC� can
be seen in Fig. 1.

The CPU and GPU codes yield very similar result, both
simulating about 13.8�106 full photon paths. Although the
two implementations perform the same task, the GPU imple-
mentation is about 1080� faster than the conventional CPU
implementation. Both the CPU and GPU results agree well
with the reference WMC simulation. This confirms that
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Fig. 1 TOF histogram of three different MC simulation methods.
WMC �simulated using double precision� is used for reference. The
WMC results comprise 2,133,796 detected photons �building the da-
tabase took 21 h using all four cores of an Intel Core 2 Quad
2.4 GHz�. The GPU and CPU results �both simulated using single
precision�, which should be statistically equivalent, both comprise
about 326,000 detected photons out of about 13.8�106 full photon
paths simulated. The simulation times were 7.9 s for the GPU �a
NVIDIA 8800GT� and 8513s for the CPU �an Intel Pentium 4 HT
3.4 GHz�, i.e., the GPU proves to be 1080� faster. Comparing the
CPU and GPU results to the WMC result validates the MC code for
both implementation and confirms that single precision is sufficient as
long as proper care is taken during calculations.
November/December 2008 � Vol. 13�6�2
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ingle-precision floating point calculations are sufficient as
ong as proper care is taken, e.g., normalization of the direc-
ion vector after each direction change to avoid the accumu-
ation of small numerical errors.

The massive speedup of GPGPU versus traditional CPU
C simulations should be of great interest to the field of

iomedical optics. With the results presented in this paper,
C takes a huge leap toward being a viable option in many

pplications of photon migration modeling. This includes, for
xample, its use for data evaluation in geometries not eligible
or the scalable WMC method �e.g., heterogenous media or
edia featuring complex boundaries�. While there are no fun-

amental architectural limitations restricting the addition of,
.g., complex heterogeneities/boundaries and more advanced
hoton scoring methods, note that such additions will influ-
nce performance �depending on MC implementation and
emory access patterns�. The interest in fast MC for biomedi-

al applications is reflected in previous work on parallel com-
uting. Kirkby and Delpy used a 24-computer network for
imulations of light transport in tissue,26 and Colasanti et al.
sed a CRAY parallel processor computer with 128
rocessors.27 The use of multiple computers �or processors� is,
owever, both inconvenient and expensive, especially if such
ystems are to reach the extreme speed of a GPU. This is
eflected by the fact that numerous areas of computational
cience are starting to use20,21 programmable GPUs. Yet an-
ther interesting aspect of GPGPU is the rapid development
f parallel processors for graphics processing. While the
resent work presents a 1080� speedup using a relatively
ow end card, the current NVIDIA-generation high-end cards
an provide significantly higher performance. A few such
ards in parallel can, for example, provide a 10-fold increase
n computing power �providing an estimated 10,000�
peedup�. Also keep in mind the high-end cards from ATI/
MD, as well as the future release of the Intel Larrabee ar-

hitecture.
In conclusion, we presented a GPGPU as a technical ap-

roach to MC simulation of photon migration, providing a
assive speedup �1000� � over traditional CPU code. This

remendous reduction in simulation time should make MC an
ttractive tool in many applications involving photon migra-
ion.

Finally, we would like to invite everyone interested in
PGPU MC simulation of photon migration to download cur-

ent and future versions of our CUDA MC code from our
ebpage: http://www.atomic.physics.lu.se/biophotonics/
cknowledgments
he authors gratefully acknowledge financial support from

he Swedish Research Council and from EC UB Nano. We
lso acknowledge the work on random number generation us-
ng CUDA by Steven Gratton generously made available at
ttp://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/~stg20/.
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